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SECTION I 
Introduction and Overview 
This is an interim report on Phase II of the three phase study. The 
objectives covered in this phase were: 
1. To gather social and hydrologic data needed to calibrate and 
test the model. 
2. To expand the physical model to include the rural part of the wa-
tersheds. 
3. To test and improve techniques of the logical linking of the hydro-
logic and sociologic systems. 
4. To begin adapting the model to the computer. 
During the second phase for the hydrologic component of the model 
major emphasis was placed on the expansion of the hydrologic area and 
the collection and analysis of additional physical data. The major empha-
sis [or the sociologic part of the model was on the gathering of social data 
by the rc-dcsigning and testing of an improved research instrument (sched-
ule or questionaire) and administration of this schedule to a random sample 
of the general population in the urbanized area. The urbanized area is re-
lated to the physical hydrologic area of the study. The data were collected 
to improve the basic methodology and conceptualizations for linking the hy-
drologic and sociologic systems together in one model. 
Di vi sion of this report 
Section II of this interim report deals with development of the physical 
component of the hydrologic-sociologic model. It describes the expansion 
of the hydrologic to include the rural parts of the watershed and tests for 
validation of the physical submodel. 
Section III reviews the type of work done in Phase II of the sociologic-
al work. This consisted of: (1) reviewing the accomplishments and limit-
ations of th'e first phase; (2) redesigning the questionaire to correct defic-
iencies in the one used in the first study, to measure additional variables 
thought to perhaps be relevant to the problem, and where desirable, to 
adapt them to the general population of the area rather than to specialized 
populations; (3) pretesting of component parts of the revised schedule; (4) 
drawing of a random sample from the population; (5) interviewing of the 
sample; (6) coding and processing of data for analysis; and (7) preliminary 
analysis of the results of the data. 
Progress made in the mathematical formulations of social elements 
is vital. The refinement of measurement of the population data for use in 
the model is of central importance since the effectiveness of the testing, 
verification, and consequent improvement of the model depends on the ac-
curacy of the measurement of the variables involved. 
Section IV shows some details on the work performed in interrelating 
the sociologic and hydrologic components of the model, and on one possible 
mathematical formulation which shows some of the interrelationship be-
tween these components. It is hoped that the formulation achieved will be 
useful to planners, not only in increased understanding of the total system, 
but also in the analysis of the merits of flood-control proposals relative 
to the social characteristics of particular areas. 
Section V discusses the purposes of the work of Phase II and the ob-
jectives expected to be rrlet during the cOrrling phase. 
3 
SECTION II 
The Physical Component of the Model 
Work on the hydrologic or physical component of the total model was 
directed primarily at meeting the following two objectives: 
1. To expand the physical submodel to include the rural parts of 
the watersheds within the study area (Figure 1). 
2. To test, validate, and improve the model components on the ba-
sis of field data from the rural parts of the watersheds. 
The various tasks which were performed in connection with the hy-
drologic submodel during the period of Phase II are set out briefly as fol-
lows: 
I. Important differences were identified between the hydrologic sys-
tem associated with rural and urban watersheds. The hydrologic compo-
nent of the model for urban areas was developed and tested under Phase I 
(Andrews, et al. 1973). Many of the same fundamental concepts of the 
urban model were applied in the application of the hydrologic model to 
rural areas. In addition, experience and knowledge was applied which 
was developed through earlier studies (Shih and Hawkins, 1972). In the 
formation of the hydrologic model for rural areas, factors were emphas-
ized which affect runoff rate and those which are subject to change by hu-
man activities. 
2. The rural portions of the study were defined. The major drain-
ages are Parley's Creek, Mill Creek, Big Cottonwood Creek, and Little 
Cottonwood Creek (Figure 1). The rural part of the Mill Creek drainage 
4 
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Figure 1. Map sh()wing watershed boundaries, streamflow gages, 
and location of climatological stations within both the 
rural and urban portions of the study area. 
was selected as a preliminary test area, and needed hydrologic data 
were calibrated and processed. 
3. Models containing two degrees of resolution in the time dimen-
sion were applied to Mill Creek. One model is based on a daily time in-
crement and is capable of continuous simulation of streamflow throughout 
a water year. The other model uses an hourly time increment to simu-
late runoff hydrographs associated with storms of a short duration. Flow 
charts of the two models are shown by Figures 2 and 3, respectively. 
Specifi c details of the models and the computer programs will be presen-
ted in the final report following Phase III of this study. Figure 4 shows 
a sample of output for the hourly model associated with particular storm 
events on the rural portion of the Mill Creek drainage. 
4. Using the principal of hydrologic homogeneity, values of model 
parameters which were developed for watersheds with observed data 
were used for interpolating respective values for ungaged watersheds 
(Figures 5 and 6). 
5. The models were used to predict runoff hydrographs for partic-
ular events at various levels of watershed urbanization and antecedent 
soil moisture within the root zone. Graphical results from this part of 
the study are presented by Figures 5, 6, and 7. 
6. Data for the rural portions of other drainages, namely Parley's, 
Big and Little Cottonwood Creeks, were collected and processed. Typ-
ical physiographic data for some of the water sheds within the study area 
are shown by Table 1. On the basis of these data, and from appropriate 
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Figure 5. Hydrographs of runoff from Olympus Cove area (0.6 sq. mi.) for 
various degrees of urbanization. 
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Table 1. Physiographic data £01' the watersheds involved in the study. 
Mill Creek Parley's Big Little Ne£is Sub- Sub- Cottonwood Cottonwood 
watershed 1 watershed 2 Creek Creek Creek Canyon 
drainage 
area 7. 7 14.0 50.7 50.0 27.4 3. 5 
(sq. mi.) 
channel 
length 4.8 5. 2 18 10 10 3 
(mi. ) 
channel 
slope 530 320 200 485 0 1, 100 
(it. I mi. ) 
I 
mean 
watershed 8,200 7,000 6,700 8,400 9, 000 7,800 
elevation 
(ft. - msl) 
headwater 
elevation 9,200 
-
8, 050 10,500 11, 000 8,600 
(ft. - msl) 
aspect WNW W WSW WNW W NW 
....... 
w 
Table 2. Optimized paramete r values':' for Subwate rsheds 1 and 2 of Mill Creek. 
-
Parameter Description Value 
Mill Creek Big Little Subwate r shed Subwater shed Neffs 
1 2 Cottonwood Cottonwood Canyon Creek Cree' 
SFC Field capacity of soil 6.00 4.5 3.0 4.0 5. 0 
TBF Base flow decay constant .004 · 006 · 010 • 010 . 005 
GLL Groundwater storage level 
above which sub- surface 
outflow occurs 4.8 5.0 -
-
5, 0 
TGW Interflow decay constant 
· 04 ,025 .045 .080 .03 
QK The fraction of outflow 
from soil moisture that 
becomes interflow , 15 .26 .62 .73 .20 
SMR Snow melt rate 
· 11 
· 07 · 165 · 165 .07 
ETF Evapotranspiration factor 
• 59 .45 .53 • 28 .50 
TAUSW Surface runoff decay constant .30 ,50 .20 .20 .50 
SI Upper limit of interception 
storage .40 .60 .30 .20 .40 
FC Minimum value of infiltratio:r: 2.0 1.0 1.0 l.0 1.0 
FO Infiltration decay constant 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
SS Saturated soil level 12. 8 13.5 13.5 14. 0 13. 0 
WILT Wilting po int of the soil 1.0 1.5 l.0 1.5 1.0 
ROS Factor related to snow melt 
by rain .01 
· 01 • 01 · 01 • 01 
~-
"'Parameters are shown in decreasing order of sensitivity. 
....... 
~ 
Table 2 Cont. Optimized parameter values for Subwatersheds 1 and 2 of Mill Creek. 
Parameter Description Value 
Mill Creek Big Little 
Sub- Sub- Cottonwood Cottonwood 
watershed watershed Creek Creek 
1 2 
TRAIN Temperature above which 
all precipitation falls as 
rain 35.0 35.0 38. 0 38.0 
CPF Channel precipitation 
factor .003 .003 
· 003 .003 
FNGM Factor related to ground 
melt in snow pack . 02 .023 
· 02 . 02 
TFWSN Temperature of free water 
in snow pack . lO . 18 
· 15 . 25 
Mean value of the objective function 
(ins per unit area) 1. 53 3.24 5.75 12.82 
Mean annual stream flow 
(ins per unit area) 6.97 10. 15 19.96 33.43 
Ratio of mean objective function to 
mean annual stream flow 
.22 .32 
· 29 .38 
- '-- - -'--
Neffs 
Canyon 
35.0 
· 003 
· 02 
· 15 
-
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201.- Figure 8. A comparison between observed and computed runoff rates from the rural portion of 
Little Cottonwood Creek at station 1685 (see Figure 1) for the 1967 water year. 
precipitatj on and runoff information, the daily time increment model was 
calibrated for each watershed. Values of the model parameters as opti-
miz.ed through the calibration process are shown by Tables 1 and 2. Fi-
gure 8 indicates typical model output for Little Cottonwood Creek, and 
shows the agreement which was achieved between computed and observed 
runoff rates for this watershed. 
For any watershed within the study area the hydrologic model is now 
capable of predicting runoff from both the rural and urban drainages, and 
of comhining these flows and of routing them through the urban area to the 
Jordan River. The model also is capable of predicting changes in the hy-
drologic responses and flooding patterns associated with various manage-
ment practices, such as urbanization and the development of flood control 
structures. Thus, the hydrologic model now represents a useful compo-
nent of the total hydrologic-sociologic model within the study area. 
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SECTION III 
Data for Calibrating and Testing the Sociological 
Component of the Model 
The principal objective of the work done in this part of the second 
phase of research was directed toward data gathering and the refineTIlent 
of data measures for the variables expected to be important in the equa-
tions used in the sociologic model. After completion and analyses of 
first phase results, attention was focused on techniques to improve the 
schedule used to measure the social factors. Specifically, it is desir-
able in quantifying social data to place respondents at different points on 
a continuuTIl for any particular variable. Therefore, changes were TIlade 
to avoid dichotomies (such as for sex of respondent) except when requir-
ed. At the same time, it was desirable to have as much comparability 
as possible between the two questionnaires. Consequently, attempts were 
made to construct questions to permit data from the second phase sched-
ule to be collapsed to the same categories as the responses to the ques-
tionnaire used in the first phase (Andrews, et al. 1973). Almost all of 
the variables found to be significant for either of the two special popula-
tions surveyed in the first phase are included in the second phase survey. 
The complete list of variables measured in this yearl s field study is 
shown as Appendix A, and the questionnaire itself is Appendix B. 
Expansion and testing of the second phase schedule 
New variables were added to the schedule. Some of these were 
18 
demographic inform.ation obtainable from. census data (Appendix A, var-
iables 258-267). These were included because they would simplify ap-
plication of the model if found since significant dem.ographic data are 
readily available anywhere in the United States. 
Other new variables include a group of questions for obtaining a re-
spondent I s attitude toward each of a com.prehensi ve list of flood control 
methods (Appendix A, variables 146-165). The list of twenty-two m.eth-
ods was pretested locally to determ.ine if people distinguished between 
the various m.ethods. Analysis of pretest results dictated that all but 
two of the flood control m.ethods be retained on the list. 
Analysis of second phase data indicated new m.easures which were 
obtained from groups of item.s. As an exam.ple, from. the responses to 
the list of flood control methods two additional m.easures were obtained. 
One was the mean differentiation of response to the m.ethods (Appendix A. 
variable 167); this indicates the extent to which a respondent varies in 
his response to the se item.s which m.ay be useful later as an indicator of 
attitude toward flood control m.ethods collectively. 
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Special groups of questions were asked of all those who had heard of 
proposed flood control plans for the local area. In addition to asking whe-
ther the respondent had heard of the proposed local flood control plans, 
the respondent was asked to rate each one according to variable s: co st, 
effectiveness, effect on recreation, appearance, and the ecological ef-
fect (variables 1968-208). This was done to determ.ine the relative im.por-
tance of the respondent1s perceptions and his expressed feeling about 
these proposals and to cOITlpare the relative iITlportance of these factors. 
Attitude ITleasureITlent 
Special attention was given to the developITlent of attitude scales to 
measure attitudes which were likely to be important for the evaluation 
f~quation. Appendix C shows eight scales that were developed. These 
arc titled as follows: 
1. Perception and Concern for Flooding as a ProbleITl in the 
Respondents Area 
II. Attitude Toward Effect of Man-Made Objects Upon Beauty of 
Nature 
III. Leisure Orientation 
IV. Outdoor Recreation Orientation 
V. Willingness to Pay for Government Expenditures 
Anlong these measurement scales were variables related to the respond-
ent's perceptions. The method used forms called Likert summated score 
scales (Appendix C shows the method, the variables, and the questions 
constituting each scale on the main questionnaire). Each of the items 
composing a scale may itself be treated as a variable in addition to its 
contribution to the total scale. 
Because of the probable significance of SOITle of the ITleasureITlent 
scales and need for additional testing, several additional questions were 
asked for each scale of specified liITlited sub- samples to permit strength-
ening these attitude scales for future use. IteITls for two additional scales 
were also tested: Outdoor Natural Aesthetic Orientation and Attitude 
L.U 
Toward Pollution Control. 
The items composing each scale were not chosen arbitrarily, but ra-
ther were derived from the results of a pretest of a large list of related 
items administered to a pretest sample (N = 37) of the same population 
area from which the main sample was drawn. Several techniques were 
used to analyze the results of the pretest to select items for the main 
schedule. These were item analysis, factor analysis, and a tentative 
measure herein called a discrimination index, which is a measure of the 
ability of an item to discriminate respondents into different groups or to 
order re spondents in ranked categories. 
These efforts were made to improve the measurement of social var-
iables in the population. Other actions taken to improve the measure-
ment of the social variables included the pretesting of questions for dar-
ity and consistency of meaning. Some items were found unusable, even 
though considerable effort was used on improving the interviewing. One 
of these was the feasible length of questionnaire. 
The measurement of social variables is often complex (Torgenson, 
1958; Lazerfield and Henry, 1968; Stouffer, et al., 1950) because of the 
number of types of variables that may be measured (attitudes, needs, val-
ues, goals, beliefs, characteristics and behavior of various types). It 
is expected that refinement of the model resulting from this research pro-
ject may largely occur through the development of improved measures of 
social variables. 
.Interviewing and the sample population 
The schedule was given to the sample obtained from the population 
described in the introduction by use of 1970 census information. Each 
block in the area had a proportionate chance of being selected on a given 
draw to the number of households listed in the 1970 census. Within a 
blocl, each household had an equal chance of being chosen. This was done 
by counting a randomly selected number of households clockwise from a 
randomly designated corner. A map was made of the household location 
of each member of the sample in order to aid interviewer s in locating 
the right house or apartment. Interviewer s were instructed to interview 
a previously assigned sex of respondent at each household, unless an ad-
ult of that sex did not live at that residence in which case the interviewer 
could interview the occupant. The total number interviewed in this sam-
pIe was 395. 
Interviewers were given training and instruction regarding the ques-
tionnaire. Interviewers took practice interviews, not included in the sur-
vey results, to insure that the schedule would be properly understood, 
standardized, and presented the same way by all field workers. The in-
terviewing required nearly three months. A great effort was made to 
interview all those designated in the sample. The interviewer tried three 
or more times to interview a designated respondent. The non- completion 
rate due to refusals, language barrier, inability to locate, or other prob-
lems was about ten percent. 
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After the interviewing was completed, a number of steps were nec-
essary to prepare the data for initial analysis. The response to each 
item was coded on the questionnaire and then punched on cards for com-
puter proces sing. 
One way tabulations were first run on each item. se were then 
analyzed for distribution and number of "no" answer s. A second set of 
card decks was then made to be used for cro s s-tabulations. Special an-
alyses of sonle of the scales were also performed. 
SECTION IV 
P Mathematical Formulation of the 
Interrelationship Between the Components of the 
Total Sociologic-Hydrologic System 
A unique objective of this research is to integrate the determined 
hydrologic and sociologic components in one model of the entire system. 
Some connections such as the effect of likelihood of flooding (a function 
of the hydrologic. system) upon the flood experience of people and upon 
their concern about flooding, or the effect of urban development (func-
bons of the sociologic system) upon surface water runoff and upon like-
lihood of flooding are direct. This type of interrelationship was discussed 
j n the fir st phase report and was evident in some cases in secondary eq-
uations (Andrews, et al., 1973). 
In the second phase further attention was also given to this usual 
type interactive relationship. However, the major thrust was on the de-
velopment of an effective description of the total hydro-social system in 
one set of equations. The groundwork for this was laid in the first phase 
(Andrews, et al., 1973). A review of some of the basic concepts from 
the first phase, a de scription of the basic equation that may be used, a 
discussion of some possible ways in which the model may have utility to 
planners, and some comments on modeling in general follow. 
Basic concepts 
The mathematical model of the sociologic-hydrologic system was 
conceived as the interaction of four principal sets or types of components. 
They are: 
1. Pertinent social characteristics of populations (including groups) 
related to the area. 
2. 1 Agency characteristic s - both action and planning agencies. 
These are characteristics which can be assigned a value and are related 
to the decision made. The categorie s of characteristics for the various 
types of agencies involved will largely be the same, but the appropriate 
values of these characteristics need to be determined. 
3. Physical construction characteristics of the proposed flood-
control methods. 
4. Hydrologic system characteristics. 
Two of the above sets of characteristics are essentially social, and 
two are essentially physical. Interactions between subsets will be deter-
mined and subsystems combined to form a model of the total sociologic-
hydrologic system. 
The type of relationships in the submodels and the total model can 
be directly linear, of a form that can be made linear, or of a non-linear 
form. It is desirable, if possible, to use a model which is linear or can 
be made linear. A linear form is generally much easier to work with, 
although appropriate limits of applicability need to be set (Narayana, et 
al., 1970). 
IThe planning and action agencies may be the same. 
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The terms or factors in the equations (i. e., the sets of characteris-
tics) need to be operationally defined in a manner that permits alternative 
flood control proposals to be compared on the same basis. For modeling 
purposes a method needs to be developed for assigning numerical values 
to the significant characteristics of flood control proposals and of perti-
ncnt social groups to form scales that may be treated as interval or ratio. 
This is difficult for social and socially related physical factors such as 
aesthetic s where no direct or standardized measures exist but needs to be 
determined or designed. 
Once consistent measures are established, the relationship between 
a cause and result can be established. Coefficients and constants of the 
general equation will be determined by considering each factor individual-
ly and collectively. Regression analysis and computer techniques will be 
used to make the determination (Narayana, et al., 1970). Single variable 
relationships are readily established, even with limited data. However, 
multivariable relationships come much more complicated. The complex-
ity increases very rapidly with the size of the set. If the set is too large, 
it becomes necessary for operational reasons to decompose the set into 
simpler concepts. When the mathematical relationships are specified, a 
mathematical model can be made. The model can then be improved by 
comparison of the simulation to reality and correcting the model for a 
better fit in a continuing process. 
A set of variables for a proposed project which has been hypothesized 
to be significant are: 
1. Ability to control flooding. 
2. Outdoor recreation provided or destroyed. 
3. Outdoor aesthetics provided or destroyed. 
4. Ecological impact (disturbance or improvement of natural 
conditions). 
5. Co st per capita. 
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Discussion of these variables may be found in the first phase report 
(Andrews, et al., 1973). Resolution of operational, consistent, and work-
able measures of the socially related factors of flood control problems is 
a particularly difficult problem on which work is continuing. These var-
iables can be used in the computer model and to determine the most de-
sirable plans through combination with other concepts such as bar graphs. 2 
Characteristics of flood-control proposals and other sets (agency, 
population, hydrologic systems) will be used in various subroutines. Pop-
ulation characteristics, for instance, are needed in several places in the 
system (Andrews, et aI., 1973). 
Equations using largely the same factors will be formed for public 
opinion and public reaction. Public opinion occurs initially and is later 
followed by public reaction. One equation for "public opinion" will repre-
sent the demand for flood control by a particular population. Operationally 
this should be related directly to the pressure exerted on the agencies to 
lido something about" flood control. An equation will be formed to indicate 
2See subsection following entitled IIUtility for Planners. " 
a negative or positive value for the mean public reaction to particular 
plans. Favorable and unfavorable reaction indicators should consider the 
effect that each has upon the other (they are not mutually independent) and 
the likelihood of organized opposition or advocacy appearing. 
Hopefully, the significant factors needed for the public will be found 
in the list of variables of the questionnaire which was administered during 
the second phase (see Appendix B). Analysis of these factors will provide 
a basis for relationships of various factor s found to be significant. 
Utility for planners 
One way of identifying values for the factors is to use an operationally 
defined set of characteristics of a flood control proposal that are related 
to a set of value s in the population. As suming the definitions of the fac-
tors involved are consistent so that different proposals can be compared; 
the following concepts should be useful. As an example, the general var-
iable recreation will be used. 
Q = Quantity of (potential) recreation provided by project n. 3 
nr 
K Value rating by population, p, for recreation (Andrews, et al. , 
rp 
1973) 
The definition of recreation must be the same in each of the above 
for these concepts to be related and therefore usable. The determination 
3 11 _ 11 means "i s defined as" 
Zg 
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of each should be independent of the other, however. 
H i H the benefit index for population, p, from project, n, for rec-
np 
reation and is equal to the value of the acceptance function for recreation. 
The reason for the name !'Benefit Index!1 will become clearer as the dis-
cus sion proceeds. It is figured according to the following formula: 
R = Q • K 
np nr rp (1) 
The benefit index is the algebraic product of Q
nf and Kfp (f represents 
the particular factor under consideration). This means that if both Q
nf 
and Kfp are positive, the benefit index will be also. If Kfp is positive, i. e. , 
the value rating of the population, p, is favorable toward a particular fac-
tor, and Q
nf is negative, i. e., the project destroys some of the particular 
factor, the benefit index would be negative. In the case of recreation, it 
can be assumed that the value rating would be positive generally; if this 
were true and the project destroyed recreation, the benefit index for rec-
reation would be negative, which is realistic. The equation is also logical 
in the unlikely cases where Kfp and Q nf are both negative, i. e. , when 
the project eliminates what people do not want, producing a positive effect; 
4 . 
It 1S preferable to determine the quantity of recreation (or other fac-
tors) involved by some other means than by reference to the population in 
order to avoid the possibility that the value ratings of the people about a 
particular factor will affect their perceptions of the quantity of that factor. 
If the quantity is specified by the population, then it is a perceived quantity 
and relates only to specific populations. It is desirable to define the quan-
tities in terms of the proposals themselves. Using the population to deter-
mine Qnf (f represents the particular factor under consideration) would li-
mit the utility of concepts involving Qnf as proposed project affecting differ-
ent populations would not have a consi stent measure of Qnf as Qnf would 
depend on the perceptions of the population, which may vary. 
and where K
fp 
is negative and Q
nf is positive, i. e., the effect is neg-
abve if the project provides a factor the people have negative feelings 
about. It may be better to limit the value rating to the positive range, as 
this would be generally realistic (for instance, how many people have 
strong feelings against recreation, aesthetics, or ecology?) in which case 
the last two possibilities are eliminated. 
The benefit index may be graphed by itself or used in the development 
} 
of further indices. For example, if availability is the ability of the popu-
lation to use a particular factor provided by a proposed project and r 
pn 
is the availability of recreation provided by the project, n, to popula-
tion, p, then the benefit to population from project can be defined as the 
product of the benefit index for the factor under consideration and the av-
ailability of .that factor provided by the project to the population. For 
recreation, this IS: 
B "" Rp rnp -'11 
where 
r 
pn 
Brnp = the benefit of recreation provided by project n to 
populat ion p. 
Rup and rpn are defined as before. 
Substituting (1) in (2) 
Brnp = Qnr . K . rpn rp 
The above concept could be useful particularly in evaluating 
(2 ) 
(3) 
alternative projects affecting the same population. If one wishes to 
consider the number of people affected (i.e. number in population p) 
then one side of equation (2) can be multiplied by the population to 
JV 
form a new value useful for this purpose: 
Vrnp ~ Value to population P of recreation r provided by project n. 
Pp population (no.) of population p. 
Vrnp = Brnp . Pp 
or (substituting (2) on (4» 
or 
r pn 
. P 
P 
Substituting (1) in (5) 
V =Q 'K' 'P rnp nr rp rpn p 
The concept of Value would be useful inmmparing flood projects in 
different areas (different P ) to determine which would provide the p 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
greatest benefit considering the number of people benefited. 9 When one 
does not desire or does not need to consider population numerical 
differences, then the Benefit is a useful concept. Vfnp and Bfnp 
can both be graphed to provide profiles for alternative proposals. This 
could be done with Vfnp in considering which proposal to fund in different 
areas with limited funds for maximum value for the factor under considera-
tion, or with B when considering alternative flood control measures fnp 
affecting the same population. 
Comments on nlodeling 
The following three facts should be remembered about mathematical 
models of any type: 
·:H 
2. Analysis of data is necessary to formulate mathematical relation-
ships, as well as to verify them. 
3. Models are always tentative in the sense that they are subject to 
changes when more information is obtained. These changes can be both 
in the weightings or values of equations or in the fOrIn of the equation it-
self in order to match the mathematical construction more closely to 
reality. 
Equations within a model form subsystems (or subroutines). The 
subroutines can be calibrated using subsystem data if available. One 
would have to be able to measure the output of the sUbsystem (dependent 
variable in an equation) in order to do this. 
Basic equation for a model of social and physical elements 
The basic dependent variable in the following equation is the evalua-
tion of flood control proposals by a particular group. Thi s group may be 
an agency or a defined population. The reaction to a specific flood con-
trol proposal is predicted by putting the characteristi.cs of that proposal 
into the equation. The values of the variables should be adjusted to the 
characteristics of each type of group to which it is applied. A general 
form of this equation is: 
Yg = b o + blxlO + b2x20 + b 3x30 + b4x40x4l + bSxSOzSO + b6x60z60 
+b7x 70z 70 + bSxSOzSO + b9x90v90 + E 
where: 
( 7) 
= predicted evaluation of a specific flood control proposal by a 
particular group 
b o regression constant for model (1) 
bl . . .b lO = regression coefficients 
x = factors from population or agency 
z = factors from flood control proposal 
v .. factor from \)ther sourct.' of Influeol'tI. lH\ fillod t'\l\\trol pr\lp\l~i:d 
evaluation 
E = Error variance of model 
These variables are discussed below. 
The terms shown in this model equation are simplified. For instance, 
although only simple linear relations are expressed in the first three 
terms of the equation. It is expected that the analyses of data will 
reveal non-linear relationships and that this will be reflected in the 
terms of the equations used in the computer model. The other terms in 
the final results may also be more complex than shown in Equation (7). 
There arc four general types 1')£ relationships represent"rl ::tmon?, 
. 7 5 the independent terms of EquatIon ( ) . 
1 - Terms in which no interaction occu'" S.' (1) - 1) ). T11('Rr. are ex • 1 3' ~." ~ . , -
pected to be factors in the population or agency which are found to influence 
the predicted reaction to a proposal but whose effect is independent of 
anything else. The characteristics of a particular proposal or the opin-
ions of others would have no effect on it, or, in other words, this tern1 
has the same influence on the attitude toward a flood control proposal re-
gardless of the proposal being evaluated. Terms of this type may be con-
sidered as factors related to a tendency to accept or reject flood control 
proposals in general. This tendency has been called the underlying dispo-
sition to accept or reject flood control proposals (Andrews, et al.. 1973). 
Z - Terms in which the variables are all from one type of component 
5 Equation (7) above is different from Equation (4.4) in the first phase 
report (Andrews, et a1., 1973) in that the variables in this equatio~ are gen-
eral rather than specific and variables of types I and II (see followmg) are 
used directly in the equation. 
but more than one of these factors appear in the same term of the equa-
tion. Terms of thj s type are expected to consist of combinations of so-
cial variables. They would occur when a variable has an effect on eval-
uation only when and to the extent that another variable is also present. 
An example of this type is the term beginning with b 4 in Equation (7). 
Also as mentioned in the first phase annual report (Andrews, et al. , 
1973), variables from the agency or population which do not account for 
some of the differences between groups in perception of particular flood 
control proposals but rather influence the attitude toward all flood-con-
trol proposals collectively affect the value of b in an equation of form 
o 
(1). The more of these types of variables that contribute to the explana-
tion of the dependent variable, the less the value of the remaining b 
o 
term in equation (7). Thifl can be seen from the following: 
bot = bo + b1x10 + b2x20 + b3x30 + b4x40x41 
Substituting (2) in (1), equation (1) becomes 
(8) , 
y = bot + bSxSOzSO + b6z60 + b7x70z70 + b8x80zS0 + b9x90v90 + E (9) 
Equation (8) is possible and logical because all terms on the right 
hand side of the equation are constant at a given time. No proposal char-
acteristics or other external factor s are present. 
It can be seen from this that if the amount of variance explained by 
Equation (8) is increased that the value of b in Equation (7) would be de-
o 
creased. If there were no explanatory terms in (2), band b ' would be 
o 0 
the same; it is the addition of these terms that partially explains band 
o 
consequently reduces b 
o 
As one finds additional factors useful in 
Equation (8), this would be increasingly true. 
Another implication is that the model can be calibrated without know-
ing the values of the variables contained in terms of types one or two. 
This could be done by using Equation (9) which contains none of these 
terms. 
3 - Terms in which a factor from a proposed project and a factor 
from the population or agency appears (bS - b S) in Equation (7). These 
reflect the differences in characteristics between flood control proposals. 
The 7, factors or factors from the proposal should be measurable descrip-
tors of features of flood control proposals which make a difference in the 
reaction to proposals. The x factors or factor s from the population are 
values or attitudes which are related to the respective z factors. For a 
given population or agency these are set at a given time. The differences 
in reaction to different flood control proposals can be seen by inserting 
the values for the different proposal factors in the equations of the model. 
This also may have bearing on other remaining interaction terms discus-
sed in type 4 below. 
Ideally, the proposal factors should completely describe all differ-
ences in flood control proposals which make a difference in people's reac-
tions to them. For this research project, it has tentatively been decided 
that the factors of cost, effectiveness, effect on recreation, aesthetics, 
and pOSSibly ecology would be used. Related attitudes in the population 
have been measured (Appendix C). 
Numerical value s for various flood control proposals for each of 
.JV 
these five factors will provide data for use in equations of this type. An-
other way of describing the function of these proposal characteristics is 
that just as the differences in reaction specific to a proposal depends on 
differences between populations, the differences in reaction of a particular 
population depends on differences between proposals. Both types of dif-
ferences must be described mathematically to develop this model. Work 
is being continued to derive these needed values. 
One could also, for a given proposal, insert various x values in eq-
nations of type (1) to determine differences in reaction to the same propos-
,11 of different populations. 
The interaction terms of the proposal project and the population, those 
with both x and z, have been called acceptance functions (Andrews, et al. , 
1973). It is expected that a minimum value, perhaps negative. may have 
to be obtained for each of these regardless of the total value of the equa-
tion to achieve acceptance. These could also be graphed separately and 
should have value to the planner particularly when the relationships be-
tween these are known; these relationships could be determined from the 
regression equation involving these terms. 
4 - Other interaction terms. This is shown in the example as the 
term involving x and v; there can and probably will be more than one of 
these terms in the equations of the model. It is expected that among 
these terms will be some that represent the relationships between the at-
titudes of a population or other group toward tlsignificant others or other 
people that affect the situation and the opinions of those others, 1J respec-
tively, toward the proposal being evaluated. If the flood control agency 
or other experts favor or approve a proposal, for instance, and this in-
fluences the opinion of the population or other agencies toward that pro-
posal, these terms reflect this fact. 
The value for the opinion of the significant other, the v, would be 
the output or dependent variable of another equation in the model similar 
to Equation (7) above but representing the reaction for that agency or 
other group. The reaction of the parts of a system are linked to the 
reaction as a whole, and vice-versa. 
A diagram of the conceptualization of Equation (1) is shown as Fi-
gure 9. A somewhat simplified version of the basic equation using spe-
cHic variables is described in the first phase report, and is there dia-
gramed as Figure 4 (Andrews, et al., 1973). 
It is proposed that equations similar to Equation (1) be prepared for 
each population, subpopulation, agency or subagency needed for model-
ing the system. Work is progressing on creating a model based on this 
type of equation. Alternative methods are also being considered. 
Flood Control 
Proposal 
!-----z50----------------------------------------~ Other source of 
Influence ---z60 ;. 
L-__ ~--~--~-----z70 7 LI ______ ~--------~ 
1 I I I Z so ~.;v T T T T x;ov90 1'< 
(XSOZSO) (X60 Z60) (X70 Z70) (;xaozso) Evaluation (Equation I} 
i 1 i 
Xso X60 X70 
\ \ 
Group 
(population or agency) 
i 
Xao 
~= bo + blx10 + bzxzO + b 3x30 + b4X40X4l + bsxsozso 
+ b6X60Z60 + b 7X70Z70 + baxsozao + b9X90V90 + E 
- XIO ---------' 
_ xzo ----------' 
- X30 
'- X40 => X40 X41 ) 
Figure 9. Diagram of conceptualization of basic equation for modeling evaluation of flood control 
proposal by agency or population group (see text for definitions and explanation). 
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SECTION V 
Conclusions and Objectives 
In Phase II work was completed on the "collection of both physical 
and sociological data to calibrate and test the models" (Andrews and Ri-
ley, 1972). This will allow the testing of mathematical calculations used 
for the formulation of the model !'by applying the model to a particular 
urbanized area and by observing the degree of agreement achieved be-
tween predicted response functions and actual results as they are obser-
ved in the field lf (Andrews and Riley, 1972). 
This study has provided the sociological data that will be used for 
simulating the hydrologic- sociologic elements as one system. This data 
was gathered through interviews of a random sample of individuals and 
included "the measurement of attitudes, felt needs, social values, goals 
or objectives, actions taken and other behavioral information related to 
variables and relationships included within the model l' (Andrews and Riley, 
1972). 
Substantial progress has been made in meeting the goals of the study 
as described in the preceding sections of this report. The basic approach 
has been "the development of a general method of analysis based upon 
fundamental relationships and concepts which will, therefore, be applic-
able to a wide variety of problems dealing with urban drainage" (Andrews 
and Riley, 1972). 
Phase II of this project has added to the preliminary work of the 
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fir At phase through the collection of data that te sted and refined previous 
information and provided additional and different data for both compo-
nents of the model. This phase has also helped in developing a possible 
way of expressing the interrelationships of the elements of the two com-
ponents for use in a mathematical model that may be of use to planners 
(Andrews and Riley, 1972). The basic equation described in this report 
is aimed at meeting this latter objective. 
This material is intended to help implement Phase Three. The ob-
jectives of Phase III are: 
1. Integrate the submodels and components and develop the data to 
accomplish this. 
2. Simulate, by use of the computer, the hydrologic and social sys-
tems as sociated with flooding within a metropolitan area, and thus ident-
ify alternatives for action. 
3. Improve the submodels in terms of the simulation of the total 
system. 
4. Demonstrate by simulation methods the applicability of the mo-
del to a specific site. 
5. Document general application procedures (Andrews and Riley, 
1973a). 
The means of realizing the above goals can now be seen. The work 
performed in this and in the first phase should permit the next phase to 
move ahead. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF VARIABLES FROM THE 
SECOND PHASE SCHEDULE 
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1. Experienced flood damage or inconvenience during lifetime (Question 1)1 
2. Proximity of closest location where experienced flooding to present 
residence (Question 1A) 
3. Proximity of location where maximum damage or inconvenience accrued 
from flooding (Question 1A) 
4. Cost of damage from flooding (Question 1A) 
5. Perceived likelihood of flooding at personally owned property in Salt 
Lake area (Question 2A) 
6. Perceived main source of flooding threat to personally owned property 
in Salt Lake area (Question 2A) 
7. Expressed concern about flooding in Salt Lake area (Question 3) 
8. Most preferred group to pay for flood control (in order of "higher" 
governmental authority) (Question 4) 
9. Heard about flooding problems in Salt Lake area (Question 5) 
lO. Closeness of information of main source (s) of information about flooding 
(Question 5A) 
11. Perception of snowmelt as a flooding threat (Question 5A) 
12. Perception of flash flood rains as a flooding threat (Question 5A) 
13. Perception of long heavy rains as a flooding threat (Question 5A) 
14. Perception of rain and snowmelt as a flood threat (Question 5A) 
15. Perception of stream or creek as flooding threat (Question 5A) 
16. Perception of other flooding threat to residence or other personally owned 
property in Salt Lake area (Question 5A) 
17. Expressed perception of seriousness of flooding problems in Salt Lake 
area (Question 6) 
18. Expressed awareness of neighborhood flooding problems (Question 7) 
19. Expressed length of awareness of neighborhood flooding problems 
(Question 7A) 
20. Expressed perception of seriousness of flooding problems in neighborhood 
(Question 8) 
21. Discuss flooding problems (Question 9) 
1Questions are shown in Appendix B in the second phase schedule. 
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22. 
23. 
Closeness of group of persons with whom discuss flooding problems 
(Question 9A) 
No. of type of groups (Question 9A) 
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24. 
25. 
Persons with whom most frequently discuss flooding problems (Ques. 9B) 
Main daily Salt Lake area newspapers received (Question 10) 
26. 
27. 
28. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
Perceived proximity to stream (Question 11) 
Perceived adequacy of number of public parks in Salt Lake City or 
County (Question 12) 
Respondent visitation of public parks in Salt Lake City or County 
(Question l2B) 
Picnicking activity (Question 13) 
Walking activity (Question 13) 
Horseback riding activity (Question 13) 
Cycling activity (Question 13) 
Boating activity (Question 13) 
Fishing activity (Question 13) 
Actual expressed frequency of participation in six outdoor recreation 
activities (Question 13) 
Relative expressed participation in six outdoor recreation activities 
(Question 13) 
Perception of flooding as a pressing prob~em in Salt Lake area 
(Question l4A) 
39. Expressed difficulty of answering 38. (Question l4B) 
40. Perception of flood control in Salt Lake area as investment (Question 
l5A) 
41. Difficulty of answering 40 (Question l5B) 
42. Perception of recommendation of government agencies (Question l6A) 
43. Expressed difficulty of answering 42 (Question l6B) 
44. Perception of desirability of people following the advice of' exp-~rts 
more. (Question 17 A) 
45. Expressed difficulty of answering 44. (Question l7B) 
46. Perception of need to modify environment for man. (Question l8A) 
47. Expressed difficulty of answering 46. (Question l8B) 
48. Perception of danger of serious flood damage in Salt Lake Area in next 
five years. (Question 19A) 
49. Expressed difficulty of answering 48. (Question 19B) 
50. Perception of relative ability of agencies to make correct decisions in 
the fields of their responsibility and anybody else. (Question 20A) 
51. Expressed difficuly to answering 50. (Question 20B) 
52. Perception of relative enjoyment of outdoor recreation activities to 
anything else. (Question 21A) 
53. Expressed difficulty of answering 52. (Question 21B) 
54. Perception of desirability of great reliance on experts. (Ques. 22A) 
55. Expressed difficulty to answering 54. (Question 22B) 
56. Perception of seriousness of flooding as problems in the Salt Lake area. 
(Question 23A) 
57. Expressed difficulty of answering 56. (Question 23B) 
58. Perception of level of taxes in Salt Lake County (Question 24A) 
59. Expressed difficulty of answering question 58. ~(Question 24B) 
60. Perception of need to do more to protect our environment. (Question 25A) 
61. Expressed difficulty of answering 60. (Question 25B) 
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62. Perception of relative knowledge of experts to average person. (Question 26A) 
63. Expressed difficulty of answering 62. (Question 26B) 
64. Perception of desirability of increased personal participation in outdoor 
recreation. (Question 27A) 
65. Expressed difficulty of answering 64. (Question 27B) 
66. Perception of effect of man upon appearance of areas. (Question 28A) 
67. Expressed difficulty of answering 66. (Question 28B) 
68. Perception of cost of government projects. (Question 29A) 
69. Expressed difficulty of answering 68. (Question 29B) 
70. Perception of relative enjoyment provided by a well paved road into 
wilderness to anything else (Question 30A) 
71. Expressed difficulty of answering 70. 
72. Perception of effect of man-made objects upon beauty of nature 
(Question 31A) 
73. Expressed difficulty of answering 72. 
74. Perception of adequacy of flood control management in the Salt Lake 
area (Question 32A) 
75. Expressed difficulty of answering 74. 
76. Perception of desirability of preserving much more land in its 
natural state (Question 33A) 
77. Expressed difficulty in answering 76. 
78. Perception of benefit to people of being outdoors (Question 34A) 
79. Expressed difficulty in answering 78. 
80. Perception of concern of government about expenditures (Question 35A) 
81. Expressed difficulty in answering 80. 
82. Perception of desirability of increased leisure time (Question 36A) 
83. Expressed difficulty in answering 82. 
84. Perception of whether government will always waste money if it can 
(Question 37A) 
85. Expressed difficulty in answering 84. 
86. Percpetion of importance of being in harmony with nature (Question 38A) 
87. Expressed difficulty in answering 86. 
88. Perception of need for increased control by people over decisions of 
government agencies (Question 39A) 
89. Expressed difficulty in answering 88. 
90. Perception of desirability of increased play and decreased work 
(Question 40A) 
91. Expressed difficulty in answering 90. 
92. Perception of frequency of correct decisions by experts (Question 41A) 
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93. Expressed difficulty in answering 92. 
94. Perception of whether would personally participate in outdoor 
recreation alone (Question 42A) 
9S. Expressed difficulty in answering 94. 
96. Perception of desirability of flood control work other than emergency 
in Salt Lake area (Question 43A) 
97. Expressed difficulty in answering 96. 
98. Perception of desirability of people spending much more of their 
recreation time outdoors (Question 44A) 
99. Expressed difficulty in answering 98. 
100. Perception of relative desirability of lower taxes to better 
protection for the public (Question 4SA) 
101. Expressed difficulty in answering 100. 
102. Perception of effect of buildings upon beauty of area (Question 46A) 
103. Expressed difficulty in answering 103. 
104. Perception of whether main personal satisfaction is working (Question 47A) 
lOS. Expressed difficulty in answering 104. 
106. Perception of relative importance of industrial growth to preservation 
of natural areas (Question 48A) 
107. Expressed difficulty in answering 106. 
108. Perception of effect of flood control and similar projects upon 
beauty of areas in which they are located (Question 49A) 
109. Expressed difficulty in answering 108. 
110. Perception of need for stronger laws to protect environment (Question SOA) 
Ill. Expressed difficulty in answering 110. 
112. Perception of guilt feelings when personally enjoying leisure for 
more than a short time except when on vacation (Question SlA) 
113. Expressed difficulty in answering 112. 
114. Perception of desirability of government agency responsibile,making 
decisions in fields such as flood control (Question S2A) 
lIS. Expressed difficulty in answering 114. 
"±u 
116. Perception of need for increased emphasis on opinion of experts 
(Question 53A) 
117. Expressed difficulty in answering 116. 
lIS. Perception of relative desirability of additional government 
services to taxes (Question 54A) 
119. Expressed difficulty in answering lIS; 
120. Perception of desirability of forming own opinions rather than listening 
to experts (Question 55A) 
121. Expressed difficulty in answering 120. 
122. Perception of relative enjoyment of indoor activities to outdoor 
activities (Question 56A) 
123. Expressed difficulty in answering 122. 
124. Perception of adequacy of control of flooding in Salt Lake area 
(Question 57A) 
125. Expressed difficulty' in answering 124 .. 
126. Perception of relative enjoyment of developed areas to undeveloped 
areas (Question 5SA) 
127. Expressed difficulty in answering 126. 
l2S. Percpetion of definite need to further control flooding in the Salt 
Lake area (Question 59A) 
129. Expressed difficulty in answering l2S. 
130. Perception of flooding as a problem in the area score (Question l4A, 
l5A, 19A, 23A, 32A,43A, 57A, 59A) 
131. Strength of feeling about 130 score (Questions l4B, l5B, 19B, 23B, 
32B, 43B, 57B, 59B) 
132. Attitude toward effect of man made objects upon beauty of nature 
score (Questions 2SA, 3lA, 46A, 49A) 
133. Strength of feeling score about 132. (Questions 2SB, 3lB, 46B, 49B) 
134. Leisure orientation score (Questions 36A, 40A, 47A, 5lA) 
135. Strength of feeling about 134 (Question 36B, 40B, 47B, 5lB) 
136. Outdoor recreation orientation score (Questions 2IA, 27A, 34A, 42A, 
44A, 56A) 
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137. Strength of feeling about 136 (Questions 21B, 27B, 34B s 42B_ 44B, 56B) 
138. Willingness to pay for government expenditures score (Questions 24A, 
29A, 35A, 37A, 45A, 54A) 
139. Strength of feeling about 138 (Questions 24B, 29B, 35B, 37B, 45B, 54B) 
140. Ecological orientation score (Questions 18A, 25A, 30A, 33A, 38A, 48A, 
50A, 58A) 
141. Strength of feeling about 140 (Questions 18B, 25B, 30B, 33B, 38B, 48B, 
50B, 58B) 
142. Willingness to follow advice of experts (Questions 17A, 22A, 26A, 41A, 
53A, 55A) 
143. Strength of feeling about 142 (Questfons 17B, 22B, 26B, 4IB, 53B, 
55B) 
144. Willingness to follow government agencies score (Questions 16A, 20A, 
39A, 52A) 
145. Strength of feeling about 144 (Questions 16B, 20B, 39B, 52B) 
146. Feeling about a small earth dam 50 feet wide or less (Question 70) 
147. Feeling about cleaning and deepening of a river (Question 71) 
148. Feeling about a developed streamside park (Question 72) 
149. Feeling about a high concrete bank or dike over 3 feet in height 
(Question 73) 
150. Feeling about a small reservoir (Question 74) 
151. Feeling about straightening of a stream (Question 75) 
152. Feeling about a large wide earth dam more than 50 feet wide (Question 
153. Feeling about a streamside area left undeveloped (Question 77) 
154. Feeling about a rock lining in a stream (Question 78) 
155. Feeling about a large reservoir (Question 79) 
156. Feeling about a high earth bank more than 3 feet in height along a 
stream (Question 80) 
76) 
157. Feeling about a stream bank protection at critical points (Question 81) 
158. Feeling about an underground storm sewer (Question 82) 
159. Feeling about a small concrete dam up to 50 feet high (Question 83) 
xu 
160. Feeling about a low concrete bank or dikeunder 3 feet or less in 
height (Question 84) 
161. Feeling about an unlined or dirt canal (Question 85) 
162. Feeling about concrete lining in a stream (Question 86) 
163. Feeling about a low earth bank or dike 3 feet or less in height along 
a stream (Question 87) 
164. Feeling about a concrete lined canal (Question 88) 
165. Feeling about a large concrete dam more than 50 feet high (Question 89) 
166. Mean feeling about flood control methods (Questions 70-89) 
167. Mean differentiation of response to flood control methods (Question 
70-89) 
168. Heard or retention basin parks plan (Question 90) 
169. Heard of Jordan River parkways plan (Question 91) 
170. Heard of master storm drain system plan (Question 92) 
171. Heard of concrete and rock lining of streams plan (Question 93) 
172. Heard of straightening and dredging of Jordan River plan (Question 94) 
173. Number of flood control proposals in Salt Lake area heard of score 
(questions 90-94) 
174. Feeling about retention basin parks (Question 95A) 
175. Perceived cost of retention basin parks (Question 95B) 
176. Perceived effectiveness of retention basin parks (Question 95C) 
177. Perceived recreation effect of retention basin parks (Question 95D) 
178. Perceived appearance of retention basin parks (Question 95E) 
179. Perceived ecological effect of retention basin parks (Question 95F) 
180. Knew about retention basin parks (Question 95G) 
181. Feeling about Jordan River Parkways (Question 96A) 
182. Perceived cost of Jordan River Parkways (Question 96B) 
183. Perceived effectiveness of Jordan River Parkway (Question 96:C) 
184. Perceived recreation effec~ of Jordan River Parkways (Question 96D) 
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185. Perceived appearance of Jordan River Parkways (Question 96E) 
186. Perceived ecological effect of Jordan River Parkways (Question 96F) 
187. Knew about Jordan River Parkway (Question 96G) 
188. Feeling about master storm drain system (Question 97A) 
189. Perceived cost of master storm drain system (Question 97B) 
190. Perceived effectiveness of master storm drain system (Question 97C) 
191. Perceived recreation effect of master storm drain system (Question 97D) 
192. Perceived appearance of master storm drain system (Question 97E) 
193. Perceived ecological effect of master storm drain system (Question 97F) 
194. Knew about master storm drain system (Question 97G) 
195. Feeling about concrete and rock lining of streams (Question 98A) 
196. Perceived cost of concrete and rock lining of streams (Question 98B) 
197. Perceived effectiveness of concrete and rock lining of streams 
(Question 98C) 
198. Perceived recreation effect of rock and concrete lining of streams 
(Question 98D) 
199. Perceived appearance of rock and concrete lining of streams 
(Question 98E) 
200. Perceived ecological effect of rock and concrete lining of streams 
(Question 98F) 
201. Knew about rock and concrete lining of streams (Question 98G) 
202. Feeling about straightening and dredging of the Jordan River (Question 
99A) 
203. Perceived cost of straightening and dredging of the Jordan River 
(Question 99B) 
204. Perceived effectiveness of straightening and dredging of the Jordan 
River (Question 99C) 
205. Perceived recreation effect of straightening and dredging of the 
Jordan River (Question 99D) 
206. Perceived appearance of straightening and dredging of the Jordan 
River (Question 99E) 
~u 
207. Perceived ecologi.cal 
Jordan River ( 
208. Knew about stra 
209. Knowledge about flood 
97G, 98G, 
210. Respondent or spouse att 
of stra of the 
JCJ:rdan River (Question 99G) 
95G, 9 
(Question 100) 
211. Extent of att:2l1d2.l1Ce (Question 100A) 
212. Extent of spouse at 
213. Respondent 
214. Respondent or spous 
(Question 102) 
215. Flood control 
216. Flood control 
217. Respondent or spouse act 
(Question 
218. Flood control 
219. Flood control 
220. Social partie 
221. Expressed 
community 
222. Expressed 
agencies 
223. Knowledge score for f~ood 
224. Knew of County fllod cont:L'ol 
225. Knew of Corps of 
2 
+he social 
quest1un 104 by summing 
a. 1 point for each 
b. 1 point for 1/4 
2 points for 1/2 part 
3 points for 3/4+'partic 
c. 1 point for each committee 
t f tion lOOA) 
tI'Gl group tion 
of control proposal 
(Question 102A) 
spouse l02A) 
ion to flood control proposal 
(Question 103A) 
e ( 103A) 
2 
over what happens in 
troIs by government 
t"1:'ol f2.ge11c lTl Salt Lake area (Question 107) 
107) 
tion 107) 
C;qaS ed from the responses to 
Vlas a memb er 
or 
ition or of ice held 
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226. Expressed 
let him knmv 
227. Expressed active 
years (Question 109) 
228. Expressed contribut:Lon of money for 
years (Question 110) 
official III last four years to 
108) 
ttcal campaign in last four 
tical purposes in last four 
229. Expressed 
(Question Ill) 
::Ln eithe:c: of last tHO elections 
230. Political ac 
231. Expressed belief 
can influence actions of 
232. Expressed belief in 
government 
233. Expressed belief ,·,hether 
what the government does 
eI1S 108 ~ Ill) . 
that people like respondent 
112) 
understand politics and 
have any say about 
234. Expressed belief 
respondent think 
officals care much lilhat people like 
235. Political anomie score 112. 
236. Length of residence at present home torL 116) 
237. Length of residence ln Salt Lake 117) 
238. Age (Question 
239. Number of children Uon 119) 
240. Number of children at home 
241. Number of children under 6 
242. Present marital status 
243. Occupation of 
244. Occupation of spouse ( 
245. Education of 
246. Education of spouse 
247. Buying or renting home (Question 125) 
248. Income of family (Question 127) 
249. Sex of respondent (Question 128) 
250. Type of structure in which family lives (Question 129) 
251. Overall evaluation by interviewer of conditions of respondent's 
home (Question 130) 
252. Lawns evaluation by intervie'~ver of conditions of respondent I s home 
compared to typical residence in Salt Lake area (Question 130) 
253. Flower gardens evaluation by interviewer of conditions of respondent's 
home compared to typical residence in Salt Lake area (Question 130) 
254. Shade and ornamental trees evaluation by interviewer of conditions of 
respondent's home compared to typical residence in Salt Lake area 
(Question 130) 
255. House exterior evaluation by interviewer of conditions of respondent's 
home compared to typical residence in Salt Lake area (Question 130) 
256. House interior evaluation by interviewer of conditions of respondent's 
home compared to typical residence in Salt Lake area (Question 130) 
257. Neighborhood rating evaluation by interviewer of conditions of 
respondent's home compared to typical residence in Salt Lake area 
(Question 130) 
258. Percent in block under 18 in 1970 (Question 133) 
259. Percent in block over 62 in 1970 (Question 134) 
260. Percent of one unit housing structures in block in 1970 (Question 135) 
261. Percent in structures in block of ten or more units in 1970 
(Question 136) 
262. Percent of housing units in block owned by resident in 1970 
(Question 137) 
263. Mean value of house in block in 1970 (Question 138) 
264. Percent of housing units in block which were rented in 1970 
(Question 139) 
265. Average contract rent of rental units in block in 1970 (Question 140) 
266. Percent of one person household in block in 1970 (Question 141) 
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267. Percent of housing units in block 
1970 (Question 142) 
female head of household in 
268. Social class score (Questions 121, 123. 138)3 
3In phases two and three the components of social class score 
the following relative on the maximum total social class score: 
Occupation has an effective importance of 48 
Education has an importance of 30 
Residence has an importance 28 
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110DELING THE HYDROLOGIC-SOCIOLOGIC SYSTE~I 
First, I would to ask some questions concerning experience 
you might have had with flooding. Flooding may be caused by 
several different factors. For instance, ~nmvmelt floods 
occur in the spring and early summer 1vhen streams overfloH 
due to the melting of tvinter snous. Another cause may be 
clcudburst or flash floods, \'lhile still another may be long and 
heavy rains. Sometimes flooding may result from several factors 
-- Another type of \vater problem is seepage ~ but we are not 
concerned with this unless it is related to one of the other 
types that I mentioned. 
Deck 01 
1. Have you ever experienced damage or inconvenience due to 
flooding (in your lifetime, at any nlace)? 
O. None 1 Inconvenience 
only 
2. Damage 
(IF NONE, SKIP TO QUESTION #2) 
00. 
-~O1. 
02. 
--03. 
---04. 
DNA 
Outside of Salt Lake area 
Property other than a residence in Salt Lake area 
Another residence(s) in Salt Lake area 
At·present home 
(1) (IF IN HORE THAN ONE AREA) In v]hich of the above 
places did you receive the most inconvenience or 
damage? 
no. DNA 
----01. Outside of Salt Lake Area 
----02. Property other than residence in Salt Lake 
area 
03. Another residence(s) in Salt Lake area 
---04. At present horne 
(7) 
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2A. (CARD 1) 
(2) (IF DAI'lAGED) hThat ,iOuld you estimate the 
cost of the damage that you experienced from 
flooding to be in current dollars? (in all areas) 
$-----------------
What do you feel is the likelihood that you uill experience 
flooding at your present residence or other personally 
owned property in the Salt Lake area in the next five 
years? Could you please give this in percentage of 
likelihood ",here 
0% is no likelihood of flooding and 
100% is absolutely sure of flooding 
(WRITE PERCENT) 
---------------------
(IF ANSWER TO 2A IS MORE TH..t\.N ZEP.o PERCEJ.I~T. ASK THE 
FOLLOWING QUESTION:)----
2B. (CARD 2) 'fuat do you feel is the main source (or sources) of 
flooding threat to your residence or other personal 
property? 
00. DNA 
01. Snmvrnel t 
02. Flash flood rains 
--')3. Long heavy rains 
--04. Rain and snm-melt 
--05. Stream or creek 
n6. Other (specify) 
FEFLINCS AND OPINIONS RELATED TO FLOODING 
(12-14) 
3· (CARD 3) What Hould you say is the degree of concern or worry you 
have about flooding in general in the Salt Lake area? 
O. None 
--1. Lm.] 
2. }loderate 
J. High 
4. (CARD 4) 'lV"ho do 
in a particular area? 
O. Only those \)ho 
1. District within ~he 
--2. City or tmm 
--3. County 
--4. 
--5. State government 
--6. Federal 
7. Other 
5. In the vast year have yOU 
or flood control 2C~S 
O. No 
A. (IF YES, CARD 
about this? 
000, DNA 
00!, 
--003~ Official 
--004. 
--006, Friend," i';,:;t 
--007, Fr:Lencs J,,:' 
--008. raernbC:-~:"~3 
00<:) • 
Olr). o the:;: 
6. (CARD r.) How seriolls 
Salt Lake area? 
O. None 
1. Not seriot;:; 
2. 110derate scrlO'dS 
3. Very sex-iou,s 
7. Have you ever been 21vare 
neighborhood? 
O. No 
1. Yes 
COfltrol 
problems 
aXC2i ? 
are in the 
(/.1) 
(27) 
7A (IF YES) How long 
problems in your 
8. (CARD 7) HOH sc:cic'.!.s 
neighborhood? 
O. 
L 
--2. 
--3. 
None 
Not sertoes 
9. Some people discuss 
Do you discuss flood 
n, No 
A. (IF YES, CARD 8: l}:L:h 
problems? (CHEC( ,\LL, 
00. DNA 
03. l\lor:.: 
n/l-" FE~n1i 
---07. OttH; 
B. (CARD 9) P:l.t~h 
most freqUf.T' 
o. 
L 
2" 
--3. 
4. 
Dl\~A 
Friends not L" 
Fri.ends tn:::: 
\,lark D.ssocls_t.e.:3 
Family anci close re 
5. Other 
1 (). What daily nCHspape;:-s ') 
(CHECK ALL APPLICABLE i<;ES·JS:? 
o. None 
--1. Tribune 
2. Deseret Ne1vs 
3. Other (spec 
(28) 
':/ ~L 
on) 
(33) 
11. Do you live 
stream? 
0. 
--1. 
--2, 
12. Do you feel 
City and 
or 
0, Not 
Ao Do you 
B, fire 
c. 
13. on 
L 
2. 
4, 
5, 
6. 
37 
40 
44 
47 
4950 
----52 53 
55 ----s6 
We have a series 
your 
to flooding and differen 
(CARD As I 
about each one 
11: Strongly agree, 
Disagree. After 
hot" hard :it ',78S for 
The possible responses 
Very hard, Hard, Easy. 
(INTERVIEHER'SHOGLD 
14. The problem of 
15. 
16, 
17. 
that faces people In the 
A. Do you strongly 
neutral? Do you 
5 SA 4 A 
B, HmV' hard ~J7as t t 
it very hard, 
1 VII 2 Ii 
Flood control in the 
A. 5 SA 4 A " -, ,.' 
n, 1 VII 2 H l~ 
Recommendatlons 
A. 1 SA :I. A 3 
B. 1 VB Ii !~ 
People should folloH 
A. 5 SA 4 A ~. ~ 
B. 1 VB. 2 H 4 
U 
t.he 
U 
~~ 
'-' 
re.lated 
VOIJ 
) 
1 SD 
57 
Y01j to tion? 
t t ]. tlnent l) 
5f) 
\IE 
ten. 
'"'\ 
:...-s 
2. 'c,o" u 
18. The environment must be modifi.e.d tomE;et. t-ne needs of man, 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 SD 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
1<). There is real danger of ser: h:m,c: '£ \,- ,\ ''"m'''.\.-.'". ~ ,. ,-~., ""i 1-
Lake "n:'-~n in th\;: n<:>:f.L five; Y0;crs. 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
20. Agencies are much better able to make correct decisions in the fields 
of their responsibility such as flood c011trol than anybody else. 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E 5 
21. Outdoor recreation activlties are the most 
one can do. 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 U 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E 
22. People ~]ho rely fa lot on 
think for themselves. 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 u 
B. vn 2 H 4 E 
23. Flooding 1.8 not really a 
A. I SA 2 A 3 U 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E 
2 D 1 SD 
5 VE 
are 
6,. D 5 SD 
5 VE 
serious in 
4 D 5 SD 
5 VE 
70 
oyable activities 
\-lho can't 
Deck 02 
7 
8 
the Salt Lake area. 
---
63 
64 
24. Taxes in Salt Lake Coun 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U }, c,: -r J 
B. 1 VH 2 H I: ~ .U 'VE 
25. Not nearly enough is '2Hvlron,ncnt. 
A. 5 SA 4 A .-) .) U '1:) , 
--
13 
B. 1 V" [, ') ". E !.J , E 
26. Experts know cons ·::rve:t a g t~ person, 
A. 5 SA 4 A '< U " 
'I 
,J U .1. 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E (. J 
27. I ~lOuld like to TaO;(C outdoor recreation 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 :2 
B. 1 VH 2 II t.? E 
18 
28. Nan generally improves tIle 
A. 5 SA 4 A " Y,? r, D SJJ J u L 
19 
B. 1 VB 2 II 4 E 
')0 r: v VCJ..lImullt pruJc<"t'R :=i!' (? "{J8« 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 N I n 3D L~ JJ 
B. 1 VB 2 II I E "+ :::; 
22 
30. Nothing makes a into tlle 
a well paved road. 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 "" 5 VE .W 
3l. The beauty of naturE' is not clast 
man-made objects, 
A. 5 SA 4 A ,., U 2 T', .) JJ 
B. 1 VB 2 r '1 4 E VE 
32. Flood control management in the 
adequate. 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 
B. 1 VB 2 H 
33, Huch more land should bf2-
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 
B. 1 VB ;> H 4 E 5 VB 
34. If people were outdoors more '!I 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U b" D 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 
35. The government cares how I:AUch, 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 T'I L' 
B. 1 VH 2 H I. E <:; VE .., 
-" 
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Ide}:'ness 
5 SD 
24 
1 51) 
26 
Lake area is very 
5 S}) 
27 
:in ,,;.......,,' .. .-\ \..C t"C: D 
i SD ..l.. 
30 
t.Jould not be much better off. 
3D 
---32 
OT my It 
'1 SD 
33 
36. Most people don't time 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 u 2 D 1 SD 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
37. The only ,!;lay government wo;;~" t Hast(~ 
have money to tvas te. 
A, 1 SA 2 A '3 U 4 D 5 SD 
B. 1 VIi 2 II 4 E 
38. Being in harmony with nature is ext'I"eme 
A. 5 SA 
'" A 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 \1E 
oying themselves. 
is if i.t doean It 
tanto 
39. More control by the 
government agenciGs. 
is needed over the decisions of 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 D 4· D 5 8:0 
B. 1 VII 2 11 4 E 5 '\IE 
40. People should play more and \:lork less" 
A. 5 SA I. p, 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
J.1 • J\:x.pcrt:c: [n:~ "..,;rJ:ung r.\'~ 
" 
often as are 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 Sf. 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E I': \lE .J 
66 
35 
3R. 
42. I wouldn't ~j ~ outdoOl'" 1:ecreatlon i.r: someone .u. .- "-
weren!t Hith me. 
A. 1 SA ,., A 3 U 4 D r:: SD L.. .' 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
43. Only emergency flood control. ·':J'or'lr:. ., snon donp. in. the 
Salt Lake area. 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 4 D " S1) ~ .' 
B. 1 vn 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
44. People should much more of their rE'::r;reatton time outdoors. 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
B. 1 vn 2 II 4 E 5 VE 
45. Taxes should be raised .1.r. J... neC2S the cost of 
better protection for the 
A. 5 SA l~ A 3 U 2 D 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
46. Buildings near an outdoor recreation area ruin the beautv of 
the area. 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 3D 
B. 1 VH 2 Ii 5 VE 
!~7. r:<mcl.'dl1y ep(>nlrinr.. the m;dn satisfaction 
t.rorking. 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 SD 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 VE 
get out of life is 
67 
47 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
.' 
48. Industrial grm,lth is >, as 1 
areas. 
A. 5 SA 4 I:. 3 U 2 T) 1 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 1'{ ,J., 
49. Flood control and similar 
the areas in \vhicIt 
A. 1 SA 2 A " J 
B. 1 VB '" H It "f;' 5 'VE L .I.., 
50. Stronger Imrs are needed to 
A. 5 SA 4 A 3 .U 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 E 5 
5l. I generally feel ~('Jl1erl _l 
short time except l,·yhen 011 "'? C:lC a 
A. 1 SA 2 A 3 U lJ c; J 
B. 1 VE 2 It 4, E 
~" MRjor decisions in fields such as £ 
to thr\ bUV{;1.UUiCllt" RgC"'lC,Y 1.80pous-{1-1 
A. 5 Sf, 4 A 3 U 2 :D 
B. 1 VB 2 H I. T.' 5 
"" 
53. not enough emphasis 4" ~CJ 
A. 5 SA 4 A ':{ U D 
'" 
B. 1 VH 2 H 4 E 5 
68 
3.Ci natural 
of 
61 
63 
64 
mO:f('! than a 
65 
should be left 
(17 
68 
(:xp2rts <> 
Sf; 
70 
69 
Deck 03 
54. Additional 
A. 5 SA 4 ,,;. 
B. 1 VB 2 E 
55 ~ People should £ () 1~ln 
listen to e:~perts i.> 
A. 1 SA 2 A 
B. 1 "OR 2 }1 i. Cf 
56. Indoor a.c:tiv1 1 \"),S -, 
A. 1 SA 2 A r, L; -) 
B. 1 VB 2 H E 
57. The control of 
A. 1 SA 2 i\ ~ -5 
13 
B. 1 VH 2 
58. Developed areas G. -~ 
A. 1 SA 2 1~ 
15 
B. 1 VB 2 H 4 
59. SC1llwtld nr; clefi 112E~ci 
in the Salt Lake 
A. 5 SA 4 A 
'" 
U _. 
B. 1 VB 2 Ii r 
70 
Engineers have 
be controlled. 
or disapprove of the 
measures in the Salt Lake 
(CARD 12) The poss:Lble 
are~ strongly aprrove~ ap~prG"'le !; 
strongly disapprove, 
Please 
that ue are cons ,. 
Lake area, 
How do you feel about: 
70. A small dam (50 feet N 2 sn 
less) l() 
71- Cleaning and J D 1 SD 
72. A developed streamside :3 ;:: 1 SD 
73. A high concrete bank or c1:tk,e 
3 feet in heigFlt il. 2 1 8D 
-2Y-
74. A small reset'";.:;oi2:' T~ 1 SD 
23 
75. Straightening of g 1 SD 
2lf 
76. A large wide d.arn 'f110T'2 "1 SD ~. 
than 50 feet \vide 
77. A streamside area left 1 SD 
26 
78. A ro~k lir,in~ :f..n a strearn ~! D 1 SD ~;., 
79. A large reservoir F ,<:"l.. 'N 2 1 SD 
80. A high earth bank mQre ttl all .c t !. 
in height along a stream n ,',,l 1 SD 
29 
~1. Stream bank protection at 
points 4 "'"; " D 1 SD J t. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
R7. 
88. 
89. 
An underground storm Se'(ver 
A small concrete dam 
feet high 
A low concrete bank or d:Lke 
--~ .. -.~-
3 feet or less in hei 
An unlined or dirt carlCil 
Concrete lining il'1 a strea1l1 
A lO'tv earth bank or di'ke 
leR:i ~n , e i ~\1, t a 
A concrete lined canal 
A concrete d~J:n rn.ore 
high 
(C.\RD 13) On card 13 ls 
control of flooding 
Valley. They are: 
1. Retention Basin Pa;:-ks 
? • Jordan River ParkH;:1Ys 
3. Haster Storm Sa,'Ter 
4. Concrete or Rock 
5. Straightening and 
Have you heard of any of 
(CHECK "1") 
':! 
J 
s 
90. Retention Basin Parks 
O. No, haS not heard 
. Yes, has heard 
5 3 l\! 
') .j r~ 
u:~:Md <~ 'it 
5 3 F 
3 1; 
5 4 Iii 
S~A N 
Sf.\. li. 3 
, 
., 
j .) 
) 
2 D 1 S1) 
2 D 1 3D 
2 n 1 SD 
,., D 1 SD t_ 
::. D ~ J_ SD 
" D 'j SD !. .L 
~ il 1 SD 
rj n 1 SD 1-
the physical 
LEke 
Cot tom-mod, 
39 
71 
91. Jordan River ParblaYs Plan (LE:, 5 a rivetslde. 
O. No, has not heard 
---
1. Yes, has heard 
92. Haster Storm Seiver Drain 
0, No, has not heard 
• Yes. 1:.as hea.rd 
93. Concrete or Rock lining imler sec 
Big Cottonwood and L:Lttle Cm.:to:m-70od 
O. No, bllS not hea.rd 
. ___ ... _-, Yes, ::as heard 
94. Straightening and 
O. No, .. has not heard 
1. Yes, 1,as heard 
Hillcreek, 
(IF RESPONDENT Hf.S NOT HEARD OF ANY PLANS" SKIP' TO QUESTION 
100) 
(ASK OUESTIOfJS 95-(j0 s 
PLAN) • 
o;;:t,y H' TEE ?ERSCN HAD HEARD ABOUT THE 
He would like to knoH "ey,-} you Ba.ch (s) and 
certain aspects of the (8) h€.a.rd. 
Q~- RETENTION BASIN PArKS 
43 
A. (';ARD 14) How do you feel abou Re tion Rasin Do you ~ 
strongly favor, moderately favor. undecided, moderately oppose 
or Slrtmp,ly oppose this 
;) SF 4 :rF 3 U 2 Jr.o 1 SO 
I ~7ou1d like to read five statem2:nts about Retenti..on Basin Parks. 
Please select the. stat~'l1lent cOTIml "Inn rQm the cards vlhich comes 
closest to expH'Rsing your f(~e 
72 
B. (CARD 15) The cost 0: 
1. very 
--20 ive 
neith(~r 
----4. expensive 
• very 
C. (CARD 16) ReteLl 
1. very irieff 
# Ine.ffc2cttve 
--3. 
--4, eff ec t1.V03 
· very 
D. (CARD 17) 9.e-centic;D. 
14 very det'l:1.TI1Gn 
----2. detrimental 
3. have no eEfect 
4. beneficial to 
--5. very beneficial 
E. (CARD IF,) Rexf';n 
L very 
• ugly 
nefth8Y' 
Q beautifuI 
very be&uti:;' 
1. 
--2. 
--3. no 
--'-4, a 
G. Finally. hoy! do you 
flooding? 
1. Correc answer 
(Correct anS1ifer: 
Retention 13EJcii.~l 
olher times 2-3 
73 
Hould be 
t 
et al1S~>Jer given 
floods 3 and at 
96 • THE JORDAN RIVER P ARi(\~AY 
A. (CARD 14) How do you 
Do Y0tl: S 
moderately oppose s 
5 SF 4 HF 3 U 
I ,\'1ould like to Tead f t v"e 
Parkway. Please sel8.ct th2 
which comes cloSGst 
B. (CARD 15) The cost of t~:.::~ 
1. very iv,,, 
2. inexpensive 
neither 
--4. expensive 
5. very 
C. (CARD 16) The]"o:t'dan 
1. very ineffective 
--2. ineffective 
--3. neither 
effective 
• very effec 
D. (CAT',D 17) The Jordan 
1 II very de. trirne'cl 1::[1.1 
--2. detrimental tG 
· have tlO effect on oe 
· beneficial to outdoor 
.(or':Uirl Fiver ParkHay. 
~1\10t'? unde~:ided, 
Jordan River 
from thec2.rds 
be 
--5. very beneficial to outdoor :cec:ceation 
E. (CA!\D 18) The Jordan River 
1. very 
2. ugly 
--3. neither ugly no:c be2xx 
· beautiful 
• very beautiful 
74 
51 
54 
P. (CARD 19) The Jordan R1\/,:.;;:' 
1. 
G. Finally. ho\\r do you 
control flooding? 
• Correct BnBBer 
(Corree t Rn8~.Jer: 
'the Jordan Rtv8r 
river channe1 \'J:~t:; 
connections to 
97. NASTER STOPJl SEHER DRAIN SY:s'I'Elf 
A, (CAB::::> 14) HOi';l do 
System. Do you: stror 
moderately oppose CT 8 
5 SF 3 U 
I would like to read L.ve s 
Se~· .. ('>r PLain System. Please 
from the cards . ,,,hich co'mes 
B. (CAFD 15) The cos of 
'tv-ould b€'. 
1. very inexpensiv,'?; 
2, inexnensive 
3. neither incx'PensiV(~ 
4. expensive 
--5. very exnensive 
C. (CART) 10 The >iaster'S 
1. very ineffective 
----2. ineffective in con 
3. neither ineffecti 
--4. effective in COllL~:::ol 
--5. very effective ~~::: 
pouid 
an enlarged 
b2,sins and 
Storm Sel,>er Tlrain 
f avo'}(, up .. decidecl 9 
trJOuld be 
75 
56 
57 
58 
sq 
6f) 
D. (CARD 17) The Haste!' 
1. very dett"lmeT: 
detrimentaJ 
• have no 
5. very 
E. (CARD 18) 1ne 
1. very 
2. ugly 
3. 
4. beautiful 
very be.aut:Lful 
F. (CARD 19) 
G. Finally, hO':I do 
Sys tern ,vould 
1" Correct 
(Correct ans;:,7er, 
Finster 
pipes 
98. CONCRETE OR ROCK 
A. (CARD 14) HOi,] do 
Streams. Do vou: 
moderatply 0ppUDP. 
5 SF 4 I·iF 
I would like to read 7(:: 
Lining of Streams. Plea.BE 
the ("nrdR which <..:,,,''"C8 
';lould be 
6-1-
-----
of 
favor undecided, 
64 
76 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
(CARD 15) ~the co:'!"!: o_~ 
would be 
l. very inex~)(~'CiS 
2 . inexpensive:. 
--3 neither 
4. expenSi1.le 
5. very eXperH31.\72 
(CARD 16) Concrete:; Oi" 
1. very ineffecti 
--2. ineffect:L\T~' :LT. 
1.,1{2 
--30 neither :LCi~e.ffec: 
4. effective in can 
--5. very effec:::Lve 
1. very detrimentel ~c 
--20 detrimen-i':21 ·~:o 
30 have ~no (-3ffec 
--4 ~ benefi<:!ial to O'Ll 
--50 very be.neficiEi.l 
(CARD 18) Cc:nc.re.t"" 
1 ~ very 'ugly 
---2. ugly 
--3. neither 
--4. bea;"lt:Lful 
--5, very beaut::.f'.L 
(CARD 19) Conc~e~e 
--2. a detrimental ecc 
--30 no ecological effc:c 
--4. a beneficial eaclo 
5. a very beneficial 
C. 1'1n~lly. how' do you ;::b 
would control flood ? 
1. Correct answer 
rot l:CC t Atlswer: 
Concrete or R~ck 
and bOLtoms o 
77 
Z'<~ of Strearns 
66 
- 67-
::i.OD. 
68 
69 
70 
Deck 04 
of Streams 
<. Ip,cc)}'~~~CE::ct a".D.s'\:Jer given __ _ 
7 
1:den Strearn banks 
99. STRAIGHTENING AND DREDGINC 
A. (CARD 14) How do you 
of the Jordan Rtver. 
favor, undecided 
plan. 
5 SF 3 U 
I 'vould like to :resd fi-'le 
Dredging of the Jordan 
moderately favor, 
oppose this p 
B. (CARD 15) The east ()y 
Jordan River b-s 
3. 
--4. 
5. very expensive 
C. (CARD 16) 
would be 
1. very 
. ineffective 
effective 
--5. very e£ f ec 
D • (CARD 17) S t r a 
would be 
1. VCl.'y ti<>tri 
2., detrimental 
--3. have no effee 
hf>T1of'1f'ial to 
S 
5. very benefi~ial to 
E. (CAJ.,\D 18) Strai 
would be 
1. very 
• ugly 
neither 
4. beautiful 
--5. V(2,ry beautiful 
sud 
modeTately 
oppose this 
the 
78 
q 
12 
F. (CARD 19) 
would have 
1, a very 
no 
G. Finally y hOvl 
Jordan River' 
100. Have you or 
1965 in whlch 
topic discussed? 
O. No 
3. Yes Both 
A. (IF YES) 
(SPECIFY s--
B. What group(s) 
C. \-."fhen we.re the 
101. Since 1965 have you 
other organization 
projects? (IF YES 
O. No 
79 
14 
since 
? 
J.9 
A. (IF YES) 
(SPECIFY 
B. (IF A CITIZEN 
102. Have you or your 
or ideas since 5 
or by other means? 
O. No L 
.. Y~es ~ Botl1 
A. (IF YES) \;Jhich 
R-Respondent 
00. mIA 
--01. 
03. Master 
--04. 
05. 
--06. 
B. What did you or: 
B-Both) 
O. DNA 
, Petition 
, J,eter 
3. Vocal 
• Other 
80 
spouse to? 
control proposals 
letters, 
t, 
103. Have you or your spouse 
or ideas since 1965 by 
protests, or other 
O. No 
• Yes~ Both 
A. (IF YES) "rhich 
R-Respondellt B~~Botl:-,) 
00, DNA 
., Retentio;n, 
Rock an.d 
sec tiOllS of' 
Streams 
Flood 
--,-"----:--
Othel' (Speci 
B • H'ha t d ld you or your 
B-Both) 
O. Dl-l/\ 
. Petition 
LetteT 
'local P:;.-otest 
Other 
In order to understand hm:; 
important to u.s to knoVl 
. contacts people ha.ve and 
'17 / . 
CCy),t7."ol 
it is 
klnds of 
81 
·28-
30 
104. To what groups. 
information for you 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
We are interested 
religious groups, 
104. 
tlame of 
Organization 
----------- -----
-, 
, 
held per 
105. (CARD 20) To ivhat Qxten 
control over ""rhat 
O. DK 
--1. No con tro1 
• Little control 
• Some control 
, 
no 
Quite a bit of c.ontrol. 
Almost complete control 
_s. need th::ts 
37 - 38 
Ccrmmittees 
or Offices 1.n 
Past Thro Years 
t ti.zens ha-ve 
106. (CARD 21) A number of government agenc:1.esh.ave been estnblished 
to regulate and mO::litor forms of air, v)-ater and land 
pollution. In how st-:cict you fl2:el the si:andards set 
by these agencies are'? 
Q. Huch too strict 
----1. Too strict 
82 
107. Do you know of any governmental in this area main 
purpose is flood control? 
(WRITE NAMES OF ANY AGENCIES MENTIONED) 
A. 1. 
------------------~----------.---.-
2. 
3. 
B. O. Respondent did not mention either the 
or the Salt Lake County Flood Control 
1. OI 
the Salt Lake :Flood Control 
2. Re-spondent mentioned the Salt Lake County Flood 
Control but not the of 
3. Re.spondent the Corps of 
and the Salt Lake Flood Control 
For comparative purposes information on some of your 
opinions and activities will also be of value to us, 
not 
108. In the last four years have you written or talked to your Congress-
man or any other public official to let him know 'VJ'hat you "muld 
109. 
like him to do on a issue in which you Viere interested? 
O. No I. Yes 
In the last four years have 
rolit1cal candidate by 
or leafletR. m~king 
O. No 1, Yes 
you 'ilOrked for the election of any 
things like circulars 
• or on voters? 
110. In the last four years have you contributed money to a 
party or to a candidate for a political office? 
111. Rave you voted in either of the last 2 elections? (Includes 
election At the locRl 
O. No L Yes 2 ")as under 8,ge or non~ci tizen 
83 
49 
I would like to have your opinion on a few more statements. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree~ agree 9 are undecided. 
disagree. or strongly 
SCHEDULES 476-525 
1. The government is run as economically as can be expected" 
5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
2. The government should 
other than necessities. 
money on some sezvices and 
5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 1 SD 
3. Government projects cost a more money than 
should. 
I SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 SD 
4. The government feels :i_ts only to problems is to 
more money. 
I SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 SD 
5. The government spends too much on 
I SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 SD 
6. Better government services are worth additional taxes. 
5 SA 4 A 3 U 2 D 1 SD .I.. 
7. The government thinks it can go into debt or raise taxeS 
in financial trouble. 
1 SA 2 A 3 u 4 D 5 SD 
if it 
8, Recommendations of government in their f:Lelds can be 
depended on. 
S SA 4 A J U 2 D 1 3D 
9. Recommendations by government are often wcong. 
I SA 2 A 3 U 4 D 5 SD 
84 
On the following statements~ 
or disagree. 
indicate whether you agree 
112. There is no way other than voting that people like me can influence 
actions of the government. 
0. Agree 1. Disagree 
113. Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated that I 
can't really understand what's on. 
O. Agree 1. Disagree 
114. People like me don it have any say about vJhat the government 
does. 
___ 0. Agree 1. Disagree 
115. I believe public officials don't care much what people like 
me think. 
O. Agree 1, Disagree 
Finally for statistical purposes we would like to as these 
general questions about you and your family, 
116. Approximately hO'tv long have you lived in your home? 
(To nearest yeRr) Years 
117. How long have you lived anywhere in Salt Lake County, tncluding 
Salt l.ake City (To nearest year) 
11 R. Please give me the year of your birth? (CODE LAST Tl-JO DIGITS 
ONLY) 
99. NR 
11<). }t..", many rhjl(hcn do you have? 
n. None 5. Five 
1. One (). Six 
--2. Two 7. Seven or more 
3. Three 8. DNA (includes never 
4. Four married, etc.) 
58 59 
85 
A. (IF CHILDREN) How many of these live at home at least 
8 months of the year? (USE SMiE CODE AS 119) 
B. (IF CHILDREN) HOi>! many of these are under 6 ye8xs 
of age? (USE SN1E CODE AS 119/ 
120. What is your present marital status? 
O. Never Harried 
1. Separated or divorsed 
--2. Widmved 
3. Married 
121. What is the principle kind of work that you do? 
A. Respondent's major occupation 
1. Job tHle 
-_ .. _--_ .... _--_._---------
2. Brief De.scri.ption _____________ _ 
3. Industry 
122. '(",'hat is the principle kind of 't-70rk that your spouse does? 
A. Spouse's major occupation 
1. Job title 
2. Brief description _____________ _ 
3, Industry 
O. Not married 
.1?~. Wl .... t- TJ'nt.1 1.:1.<.;. 1 n,::1" grnrle of se'hool that you completed? 
(CIRCLE mm) Deck OS 
Grammar 
012 3 4 5 6 7 8 
College 
1 2 3 4 (13) (14) (15) (16) 
DNA (not man-led) (80) 
High School 
1 2. 3 
(9) (10) (11) (12) 
17. Nasters 
19. Doctorate 
4 
7 
86 
63 
- .. -~"-
124. What was the last grade of school that your spouse completed? 
(CIRCLE ONE) 
Grammar 
1 2 
College 
1 2 
(13) (14) 
4 5 6 7 8 
3 
(IS) 
4 
(16) 
High School 
1 
(9 ) 
2 
(l0) 
Graduate 
3 
(11 ) 
17. Hasters 
19. Doctorate 
4 
(12) 
125. Are you buying or renting your home? 
O. Rentin~ 1. Buying or ~wn home 
126. (USE CARD 22) Taking into consideration all sources of 
income for you and your spouse which cat.pgo:ry on lhlR car:d \;~r;t. . 
represents your total lncome before taxes in 1972? 
O. 
--1. 
--2. 
3. 
--4. 
--5. 
--6. 
$0-$999 
$1,000-$1,999 
$2,000-$2,999 
$3,000-$3,1)99 
$4,000-$4,999 
$5,OOO-$5,99Q 
$6,000-$6,999 
$7,000-$7,999 
$8,000-$8,999 
$9,000-$9,999 
10. 
--11. 
--15. 
16. 
--17. 
$10,OOO-$11,99Q 
$12,()OI)-$13~909 
$14,(100-$15,990 
$16,0(1)-$17,999 
$18,OO()-$19,999 
$20,000-$23,999 
$24,OO()-$29,999 
$30,000 or over 
127. Are there any other ideas or comments that you would like to 
make concerning anything we have discussed? _______________ _ 
.. __ !l1_: 
(,QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWER ONLY) 
128. Sex of respondent 
129. 
O. Female 1. }tale 
Type of structure in which family lives: (CHECK ONE) 
O. None, DNA 
1. Rooming house 
----2. Apartments in partially commercial structure 
· Apartment house (4+ units) 
• Row houses (4+ units) 
5. Apartment house (2-3 units) 
----6. Condominium 
· Trailer or mobile horne 
----S. Detached single family house 
12 
130. Describe conditions or respondent's horne, yard, and neighborhood 
compared to typical residence in Salt Lake County. 
HAS! POOR I I GOOD OR IVERY GOOD 
NOliE :. OR LOW . FAIR AVERAGE ABOVE AVERAGE I OR HIGH 
A. overall I I 
B. lawns 
C. flower gatdeuB 
D. shade and I 
crnamental trees I I 
E. house exterior 
I 
F. house interior I 
G. neighborhood 
rating i 
88 
17 
19 
131. Thumbnail Sketch: Anything else about the respondent. the 
interview situation, the house, or the nei~hborhood that seems 
important? Some factors to consider are interest~ apparent 
ability, suspicions, others present, in a hurry or not. etc. 
132. Other notes: 
-----------------------------------------------
89 
90 
CENSUS DATA (1970) 
(NOT TO BE COMPLETED BY INTERVIEWER) 
133. Percent in block under 18 % 
------
134. Percent in block over 62 % 
-----
135. Percent of structure that are one unit in block _______ ~% 
------28 29 30 
136. Percent in structures of ten or more units.inblock % 
------" 
137. Percent of housing units which are owned by resident 
in block % 
138. Mean value of house in block $ 
-------
139. Percent of housing units which are rented in block ______ ~% 
424344 
140. Average contract rent of rental units in block _____ % 
4546474849 
141. Percent of one person households in block _____ ~% 
-------50 51 52 
,.142. Percent of housing units in block with female head of 
.. household % 
APPENDIX C 
STATEMENTS FOR MEASUREMENT SCALES 
FROM THE SECOND PHASE SCHEDULE 
91 
The respondent was asked to answer two questions about each of the 
statements in the following scales. The first question asked the respon-
dent to state the degree on a five point scale of agreement or disagree-
ment to the statement. The responses to the items on each scale to the 
first question are summed to form scale scores for each respondent's c:d· 
titudes. 
The second question asked about each statement was the difficulty of 
answering the question. This has been found to be equivalent to the ques-
tion !'How strongly do you feel about it?" (referring to the statement). 
(Suchman, 1973.) Consequently, the responses to the second question 
are added to form intensity of feeling scores for each scale. There -,:vere 
four possible response categories to the second question. 
The correlation coefficient of'each item with the total score of the 
scale to which the item belongs and the significance level of this correia--
tion coefficient are listed next to the respective items. All were signifi-
cant to at least the. 00 1 level. 
It may appear that some of the variables are almost identical. Hov'l-
ever. this is not so; and indeed these variables were chosen partly on 
this fact on the basis of the pretest. The results from the main survey 
justify the divisions made. For instance, the inter correlation behveen 
EXPT (Willingness to Follow Advice of Experts) and AGEN (Willingness 
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to Follow Government Agencies) is .4498 (sig. = .001), the correlation 
coefficient between LEI (Leisure Orientation) and REC (Outdoor Recrea.tion 
Orientation) is . 2070 (sig. .001) and between ECOL (Ecological Orient·. 
ation) and MAN (Attitude Toward Effect of Man-Made Objects Upon B,~an 
ty of Nature) is . 3745 (sig. = .001). 
I. PERCEPTION AND CONCERN FOR FLOODING AS A 
PROBLEM IN THE RESPONDENTS AREA 
1. The problem of flooding is one of the most pressing problems that 
faces people in the Salt Lake area (Question 14) C = .5518 
2. Flood control in the Salt Lake area is an excellent investment 
(Question 15) C .~J470 
3. There is danger of serious flood damage in the Salt Lake area 'in the 
next five years (Question 19) C = .7024 
4. Flooding is not really a serious problem in the Salt Lake area 
(Question 23) C = .7237 
5. Flood control management in the Salt Lake area is very adequatE:: 
(Question 32) C = .6695 
6. Only emergency flood control \'Iork should be done in the Salt Lbke 
area (Question 43) C = .4644 
7. The control of flooding in the Salt Lake area is adequate (Question 
C = .7269 
8. Something definitely needs to be done to further control flooding 
in the Salt Lake area (Question 59) C = .7622 
II. ATTITUDE TOWARD EFFECT OF MAN MADE OBJECTS 
UPON BEAUTY OF NATURE 
1. Man generally improves the appearance of areas (Question 28) C 5482 
2. The beauty of nature is not destroyed by the presence of man made 
objects (Question 31) C = .6757 
3. Buildings near a recreational area ruin the beauty of the area 
(Question 46) C = .6113 
4. Flood control and similar projects destroy the beauty of the ai'eas 
they are in (Question 49) C = .4738 
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III. LEISURE ORIENTATION 
1. Most people don't spend enough time just enjoying themselves 
(Question 36) C = .4618 
2. People should play more and work less (Question 40) C = .6250 
3. Generally speaking t the main satisfaction I get out of life is 
working (Question 47) C = .6664 
4. I genera 11 y fee 1 qui lty when I enj oy 1 ei sure for more than a s hOl"t 
time except when on vacations (Question 51) C = 5689 
IV. OUTDOOR RECREATION ORIENTATION 
1. Outdoor recreation ~ctivities are the most enjoyable activities 
one can do (Question 21) C = .6178 
2. I would like to have much more recreation outdoors (Question 27) 
C ;: .6249 
3. If people I/Jere outdoors more, they would not be much better off 
(Question 34) C = .5195 
4. I wouldn't participate in outdoor recreation if someone weren't 
with me (Question 42) C = .4856 
5. People should spend much more of their recreation time outdoors 
(Question 44) C = .5413 
6. Indoor activities are as much fun as outdoor activities (Question 56) 
C = .6607 
V. WILLINGNESS TO PAY FOR GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES 
1. Taxes in Salt Lake County are very high (Question 24) C '" .60'11 
2. Government projects are too expensive (Question 29) C;: .5799 
3. The govetnrnent cares how much of my money it spends (Question 35) 
C = .5535 
4. The only way government won't waste money is if it doesn't have 
money to waste (Question 37) C = .4877 
5. Taxes should be raised if necessary to cover the cost of better 
protection for the public (Question 45) C = .6465 
6. Additional government services are worth additional taxes (Question 54) 
C == .6178 
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VI. ECOLOGICAL ORIENTATION 
1. The environment must be modified to meet the needs of man (Ques-
tionlS) C=.4372 
2. Not nearly enough is being done to protect our environment (Question 
25) C = .6213 
3. Nothing makes a trip into the wilderness more enjoyable than a well 
paved road (Question 30) C = .5392 
4u Much more land should be preserved in its natural state (Questiol'l 33) 
C .5841 
5, Being in harmony with nature is extremely important (Question 38) 
C = • 3397 
6. Stronger laws are needed to protect our environment (Question 50) 
C .5470 
7. Developed areas are more enjoyable than undeveloped areas (Ques-
ti 0 n 5 8) C = . 5 35 1 
VII. WILLINGNESS TO FOLLOW ADVICE OF EXPERTS 
I. People should follow the advice of experts more (Question 17) C = .6218 
2, People who rely a lot on experts are generally people who can't 
think for themselves (Question 22) C = .5945 
3. Experts know considerably more than the average person (Question 26) 
C = .5972 
4. Experts are wrong nearly as often as they are right (Question 41) 
C = .6642 
5. Not enough emphasis ;s placed on the opinion of experts (Question 53) 
C = .5479 
6. People should form more of their own opinions rather than listen to 
experts (Question 55) C = .6480 
VIII. WILLINGNESS TO FOLLOW GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 
1. Recommendations by governrnentagencies are often wrong (Question 16) 
C = .5887 
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2. Agencies are much better able to make correct decisions in the fields 
of their responsibility such as flood control than anybody else 
(Question 20) C = .6723 
3. More control by the people is needed over the decisions of government 
agencies (Question 39) C = .4718 
4. Major decisions in fields such as flood control should be left to 
the government agency responsible (Question 52) C = .7371 
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